VOO Doo MAKES AS FRACAS WITH THE TECH NERFS

Newsies Exhibit Rare Form In Preparation For Black Feline Roast

GREATEST LOCAL RIOT SINCE BOSTON MASSACRE

Voo Staff's Demise Prayed For By Long-Suffering Tech Student Body

The Voo Staff finally yielded to the pressure of public opinion and unanimously consented to attend a midnight meeting of a football game against Twit Teric to be held in their honor Sunday morning at Tech Field. All week the committee had been seeking the assent of the faculty responsible for the publication of that interesting monthly which so closely resembles a sheet of the Tech. It is an effort to invite. There will be no admission charge. The only requirement is the ability to view gory scenes, as black cats are quite effective in that respect, without shuddering.

All students who would be superior learners for a victory, to make things more interesting, the committee has evinced some dazzling reverses and plans which will be available to all. Because of a dire shortage of MEN in making up the band, any group that will send their band will be supplemented.

PRESENTATION OF MUSIC BY CLUBS IN FRANKLIN HOUSE

Bouji Dust and Sleight of Hand Tricks are Features of Evening
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